ELIAS MENDEL SCHWED
master cobbler in Schopfloch
born 6 Apr 1803 Schopfloch, died 12 Feb 1833 Schopfloch
parents = Mendel Joseph Schwed + wife Esther
married 11 May 1830

VOEGELE HERRMANN  (A)
born 09 Jan 1798 Leutershausen, died before 1840 Schopfloch
parents = Heium Saeckel Herrmann + wife Behle

SO FAR NO CHILDREN KNOWN

(A)  As a widow Voegele Herrmann married on 12 Mar 1834 in Schopfloch
Isaak Simon Neuhaeuser  (30 Oct 1801 Oettingen - 23 Jul 1877 Schopfloch)

see family sheet Simon Hirsch Isaac Neuhaeuser (= Isaak Simon's father)